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This Tutorial
Tutorial Objective
This training tutorial is designed to illustrate the functionality and capabilities provided by
GeoMedia® Map Publisher.

Tutorial Data Set
The sample data set used in the GeoMedia Map Publisher tutorial exercises represents a typical
1:50,000 scale map sheet produced by the Danish National Mapping Agency, Kort &
Matrikelstyrelsen (KMS) – Danish Ministry of the Environment, National Survey and Cadastre.
It should be noted that the original data set provided by KMS represented a completed
cartographic product prior to lithographic processing. However, liberties have been taken within
the data set in order to illustrate a typical starting point in the cartographic editing process. The
exercises provided in this tutorial do not necessarily represent standard workflows employed at
KMS, nor do the exercises claim to represent the type of cartographic edits performed at KMS.
The tutorial exercises simply illustrate standard cartographic editing procedures that mapping
agencies and mapping companies would expect to be available using a cartographic editing
software application such as GeoMedia Map Publisher.
The cartographic results produced within this training tutorial reflect the results of standard
cartographic processes and editing concepts. The resulting data set should be viewed as a
representative sample of the type of data modifications that typically occur during the
cartographic production process, and in no way illustrate the "truth on the ground."
Hexagon Geospatial would like to extend its appreciation to Kort & Matrikelstyrelsen (KMS) for
their cooperation in this endeavor.

Tutorial Text Conventions
There are several conventions used throughout the tutorial:
 Ribbon bar items are shown as: On the Aaa tab, in the Bbb group, click Ccc.
 Dialog box names, field names, and button names are depicted using Bolded Text.
 Information to be entered, either by selecting from a list or by typing, is depicted using
Italicized Text.

Tutorial Prerequisites
Familiarity with the GeoMedia Desktop.
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Section 1: Suppressing Features

Section Objective
This section will introduce you to suppressing features in GeoMedia Map Publisher. You will learn
about:
 Suppressing features
 Suppressing feature segments
 Unsuppressing features

Tools Used
GeoMedia Professional and GeoMedia Map Publisher
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Exercise 1: Suppress Feature
Objective:
Suppressing features as part of the carto editing process

Task 1: Suppress Feature
GeoMedia Map Publisher provides multiple commands for suppressing the display of features:
Suppress Feature (Carto > Modify Geometry > Suppress Feature) and Suppress Feature
Segment (Carto > Modify Geometry > Suppress Segment).
When the display is suppressed, the current state of the feature remains intact in the
Cartographic Edits database so in the event that the feature later becomes unsuppressed (Carto
> Modify Geometry > Unsuppress Feature), its display will be the same as it was when the
feature was originally suppressed. Style edits and geometry edits are not lost when features are
suppressed.
Suppress Feature provides the ability to suppress features by turning off the display of
individual feature instances.
You can either continue working with the workspace from the previous tutorial or open the
following workspace: C:\GeoMedia Desktop Training\Introduction to Mapping Manager\GeoMedia
Map Publisher\Lessons\Lesson 5 Suppressing Features\Lesson 5 Suppressing Features.gws
This lesson is record 12 of 14 in the Queued Edit dockable control.
When selecting features that overlap one another, or are in close proximity to one another,
GeoMedia employs PickQuick so users can identify the exact feature instance they want to
select. To minimize the use of PickQuick, it may be desirable to set the Locatable status to Off
in the map window legend for those legend entries that do not need to be considered for the
current operation.

1. In the map window legend, scroll down to the Skov (Woodlands) legend entry. Right
click the legend entry, and select Locatable Off.
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2. Click the Select Tool
, and select one of the of the Punkt_diverse (Miscellaneous
Point Symbols – burial mound) feature instances centered on the Queued Edit
crosshairs.

3. Select Carto > Modify Geometry > Suppress Feature from the ribbon.

The burial mound symbol has been suppressed. The command is still active, operating
in action-object mode.
4. Click on some of the surrounding Punkt_diverse (Miscellaneous Point Symbols – burial
mound) features to suppress them.
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5. Press the ESC key, or click the Select Tool, or select Exit from the right-click menu to
terminate the command.

For the display of individual features to be turned off when they are suppressed,
the Suppressed features displayable button in Display Manager must be in the
Display off state.
When the button is pressed (On) you will see the borders visually and when it is
not (off) the borders are not present)

Suppressed Features
Displayable
6. Select Home > Window > Properties. Click Center at current scale. Click OK.
7. Click Move Next on the Queued Edit dockable control.
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Exercise 2: Suppress Feature Segment
Objective:
Suppressing features as part of the carto editing process.

Task 1: Suppress Feature Segment
Suppress Feature Segment suppresses the display of segments of linear features and area
feature boundaries between user-defined start and end points. For additional information, see
Suppress Feature Segment in the Help. This lesson is record 13 of 14 in the Queued Edit
dockable control.
1. In the map window legend, scroll up to the Vej_and (Other Road) legend entry. Right
click the legend entry, and select Locatable Off.
2. In the map window legend, scroll down to the Sti (Path) legend entry. Right click the
legend entry, and select Locatable Off.
The map view below illustrates where the area boundary of the Lav_bebyg (Built-up
Area) feature instance is nearly coincident with the Sti (Path) feature, making it difficult to
visualize the dashed line style of the Sti (Path) instances. The Suppress Feature
Segment command is designed to enable you to suppress these coincident (or nearly
coincident) area boundaries.

All of the previous lessons have started the cartographic editing in object-action
mode, where the feature to be edited was selected first, followed by the edit command.
This lesson will start in action-object mode, where the command is selected first, followed
by the feature selection.
3. Select Home > Window > Properties. Click View at current scale. Click OK.
4. Select Carto > Modify Geometry > Suppress Segment from the ribbon.
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5. Click to define the starting point and end point for the segment to be suppressed where
the Lav_bebyg (Built-up Area) feature instance is coincident with the Sti (Path) feature
instances. Note: the black border of the area feature is overlapping with the black linear
feature)

The feature segment of the area boundary is suppressed, making the Sti (Path) feature
visible.

The command is still active, continuing to operate in action-object mode.
When the Suppress Feature Segment command is used to process area feature
boundaries, the geometry of the edited feature instance is converted from an area
geometry type to a compound geometry type that consists of the suppressed boundary
segment (which is no longer displayed), the unsuppressed boundary segment and the
area fill. When subsequent Suppress Feature Segment attempts are made on these
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converted geometries, PickQuick is employed displaying two selectable options, the
unsuppressed boundary segment and the area fill. The tooltip for both options displays
the same feature, in this case, Converted Lav_bebyg. When performing additional
edits, simply select the PickQuick option that highlights the area boundary.
6. Press ESC or click the Select Tool

to terminate the command.

For the display of feature segments to be turned off when they are suppressed,
the Suppressed features displayable button in Display Manager must be in the Display
off state.

Suppressed Features Displayable

7. Select Home > Window > Properties. Click Center at current scale. Click OK.
8. Click Move Next on the Queued Edit dockable control.
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Exercise 3: Unsuppress Feature
Objective:
Unsuppressing features as part of the carto editing process.

Task 1: Suppress Feature Segment
Unsuppress Feature provides the ability to unsuppress the features that have been suppressed
with the Suppress Feature and Suppress Feature Segment commands. For additional
information, see Unsuppress Feature in the Help.
This lesson is record 14 of 14 in the Queued Edit dockable control.
The map view below is the same map view used during the Suppress Feature lesson. Before
you can unsuppress features, you must turn the suppressed features on in Display Manager.

1. Select Carto > Display Manager > Display Manager from the ribbon.

The Display Manager dockable control is displayed.
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2. For the Suppressed Carto Edit type, make sure the Suppressed features displayable
button is in the Display on state

Suppressed Features Displayable

and the Suppressed features locatable button is in the Locatable on state.

Suppressed Features Locatable

The suppressed features are displayed.
3. Click the Select Tool
, and select one of the suppressed Punkt_diverse
(Miscellaneous Point Symbols – burial mound) feature instances centered on the Queued
Edit crosshairs.
4. Select Carto > Modify Geometry > Unsuppress Feature from the ribbon.

The feature instance is unsuppressed. The command is still active, operating in actionobject mode. You will notice as you hover the cursor over adjacent features, only the
suppressed features highlight.
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5. Continue to select additional burial mound features to unsuppress.
6. Press the ESC key, or click the Select Tool, or select Exit from the right-click menu to
terminate the command.

7. If Display Manager is not displayed, select Carto > Display Manager > Display
Manager from the ribbon.

The Display Manager dockable control is displayed.
8. For the Suppressed Carto Edit Type, make sure the Suppressed features displayable
button is in the Display off state.

Suppressed Features Displayable

The unsuppressed feature instances have their display turned back on, and the
remaining suppressed feature instances have their display turned off.
9. Click Move First on the Queued Edit dockable control.

10. Select File > Save to save the GeoWorkspace.
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